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Our First Continental Invasion- ,
Seven Bloody Months of Fighting
John Lardner -is back, temporarily,
from the wars. On these two pages he has
tried to · answer some of the questions
that people back here at home are asking
him about the first Allied invasion of the,
European Continent-the Italian campaign. His report will help NEWSWEEK:S
readers to understand better the complexities of the great invasion- yet to come:
Early last September your correspondent rode into Italy in great privacy aboard
a slim LCI, in company with a handful of
His British Majesty's dispatch riders, and
got a welcome as odd and spectacular as
it was misleading. From a gray roof in
Reggio Calabria somebody signaled a
message to the incoming ship. A redfaced young sailor on the bridge took the
message and his face stretched in a grin
of delight.
" 'Italy has surrendered'," he yelled in
quotes, and without quotes he added
"------- good show!"
As spring came to Anzio this year it
was just as true as it had been seven
months before that "Italy has surren<lered." But seven months-in fact, the
first few days-had splintered the meaning which my shipmates and I gave to
the rooftop signal.
It was a half year of deep interest and
high excitement. In all respects it was a
keystone experience for America in the
Old World; its first return in force in this
war to the Continent from which its people sprang, an assumption of new problems and responsibilities, a broad testing
ground for invasion, its bloodiest brush
with the Axis up till now. Militarily,
though the experience demonstrated one
point above others: How skillfully and
desperately the German enemy fights
when he makes up his mind to sell the
shreds of his ambition dearly.
Perfume Ports: With Montgomery, we
came into Taranto, Brindisi, and Bari,
which the troops took almost unopposed
-and we saw at once that Mussolini's war
effort had been something short of "total."
Luxury houses had gone on making luxuries. Bari, for instance, was awash with
jeweh-y, perfumes, cosmetics, silk goods,
watches, and fancy nonessential s. The
troops had money, and they splurged.
"In the first hvo weeks in Bari," I was
told by Lord Rennell of Rodd, chief of
the original AMGOT, "troops bought
185,000 pairs of silk stockings. Does that
show total mobilization of resources for
war in Italy? I think not."

Lardner combed a bloody beach
Unscarred by war, comfortable and independent in a way the people in German-held Italy were not, the Bari merchants showed a disposition to scorn the
mon'ey of the BMA (British Military Authority), and insist on lire in payment.
The Badoglio government, put in charge
of Bari and other Apulian provinces,
backed them up and even made a ruling

IA currency need not be honored.
This mling, however, disappeared almost
as soon as it was issued. Gen. }.lasonMacFarlane, "adviser" to Badoglio, had
slapped the government's wrist very
gently.
The president of the telephone company in Naples, Count Ugo Pellegrini,
was a burgher of stout stuff, a former
Columbia University student. He had already begun to wreck his own main ex'change when the Germans mshed into
town after Italy's surrender. The Germaa
commandant senffor him.
"Why did you do this?" he barked.
"The Italian Army told me to," said
the Count. "What choice did I have?"
"You could have committed suicide;
pointed out the commandant.
"I never thought of that," said Pellegrini, mopping his large forehead.
Killers and Killed: On the Salemo
beaches the Germans gave us our first
taste of the battles in store. The land at
first was flat, the German communic•ltions lines overlong, and the enemy fell
back, fighting bitterly-through Naples,
through Caserta, over the first, second,
and third lines of the winding, forking
Volturno River. As the ground got higher
and their bases nearer, they fought more
stubbornly-till at last they stopped yielding, on a line much too strong for the
forces allotted to Italy by the Allies to
break.
The last few months of° the campaign,
before I left it at Ortona, Cassino, and
Anzio, were a succession of Stalingrad
street fights, of rocky barricades and
naked slopes, of picking our way through
minefields and crawling uphill into German automatic fire. On one little hilltop
south of the village of Cervaro I found a
cold draw- 27 German bodies, 27 American bodies. The fight was that even,
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San Vittore was in ruins, but Allied infantrymen had to fight for each house

though we h ad taken the h ill, and it was
that bitter all the way along. It was poor
tank coun try, and it was not a country in
which ail" power could be decisive- or
even artillery, our strongest weapon till
the campaign froze. It was a job for the
infantryman and he went in there to do
the work b y h and. He did the b est h e
could. H e killed copiously, and was
killed.
In at least five towns I saw, the fighting was house-to-hc;mse, to tl1e death :
Ortona on the E ightl1 Army's Adriatic
front, and San Pietro Infine, San Vittore,
Cervaro, and Cassino in the way of the
Fifth Army. The fighting was nowhere
more bitter than in San Pietro, or the
blueprint of defense more clear.
The village was set on a low hill beside a large mount ain, looking up and
down the Cassino Valley. The mountain
flank was an extremely tou gh dish ; the
army decider\ to attack from the valley,
by night.
Nine tanks which attempted to run int erference by day had been .picked off by
German guns and left burning, and when
the doughfeet went in they were on their
own. Artillery h ad smashed the town's
buildings, but had not discommoded the
Germans. Two battalions of American infantry attacked four times. The valley
approach rose in planted terraces to the
town, each terrace 8 feet high and 30
feet deep-so that one man had to climb
on another's shoulders to surmount the
successive terraces. The moment one
showed his head, German machine guns
let him have it. These guns were placed
at the rear of the terraces and their fire
was scientifically interlocked.
Whole companies, including one allMexican company from El Paso, were
severely crippled by loss. This little battle is an epic in itself, but I do not }}ave
the space to paint its details. On the
fourth attack we found that the Germans
had gone.
, ..,,eapons-Ours and Theirs: Since
this was a campaign of infantry and artillery, the most important weapons on
each side in Italy were infantry and artillery weapons. The German 88-millimeter gun is perhaps unmatched in the
world for its coefficient of mobility, accuracy, range, and versatility, and it gave
strong service in Italy. But it was the
German automatic weapons which most
impressed our infantry-these and mines
of all descriptions, some plastic. The
quick-firing Spandau light machine gun
and the Schmeisser automatic pistol were
especially good.
Our most powerful ·weapon was artillery-the amount of stuff we threw, regardless of cost, shocked the Germans
and sometimes stunned them. Our guns
were effective individually, ,true-the
Long Tom, or 155-millimeter rifled gun,
and the 105-millimeter self-propelled
howitzer in particular-but the Germans
usually had something to outrange each
of these. It was the terrific quantity of
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Pounded on all sides, supply ships sbuggled through to the beachhead's back door
our ammunition-our "landscape shooting"-that fazed them.
THOSE WHo KNOW: A small mission
of Russian officers came co look the
Italian campaign over brie-fl.y at one
point. They were genial and cagey, but
a Russian-born officer I knew in the
American Army repeated to me in
translation one small criticism they
made. "With our artillery," he told me,
"these men say we would get better,
cheaper, more efficient results, and ease
our shipping problem, if we used bigger . guns and fewer shells. They are
surprised the way we splash the small
shells around everywhere. They say a
few big ones can do the work of many
smaller."

The Beachhead: Our beachhead just
south of Rome was something new in
this war, since it remained a beachhead.
Beachhead life is like nothing else, and
in this case at least the weapons were
different, the action was different, and
the methods of supply were new. Most
of the last are secret, but I can say
they were highly successful.
Sailors quite frankly feared and hated
the Anzio end of their supply run after
two months. Shells sometimes dropped on
the dock at the rate of one a minute, ancl
outside shell range there were mines,
planes, and cosmic contraptions like the
glider bomb.
The soldiers got used to it, because
they had to. There was a front and back
at Anzio, land and sea, and both were
fronts. It was sometimes busier and noisier

on our laps on the beach than it was at
the inland fighting line.
Strategically Anzio did not fulfill our
original hope to stampede the Germans
farther south at Cassino and drive the
enemy north of Rome in a damaged condition. When Germany elected to throw
its reserves from Northern Italy and
France into battle to hold the southern
line, they had too many troops for us. We
compromised for the role of occupying
much-needed German divisions and whittling them down. In this we have succeeded handsomely.
The · Big Town: In terms of the almanacs of a few years b ack. Anzio came
to be the world's eighth greatest port,
which is even more startling when you
see Anzio. Naples, by those same terms,
was the biggest in the world for a while
last winter. It got big in all ways, for
Naples is the soldier .capital of Italy, the
big town of the Mediterranean theater,
and its Via Roma is Broadway and 42nd
Street with a sunset thrown in.
. The boys don t eat well There is practically no native food to be had but fish.
The liquor-brandy, rum, and gin-is
fresh-cooked and highly toxic. The last
adjective also applies to the girls in the
daughter-of-joy profession. Venereal disease is the great rear-line medical problem and the Army fights it tooth, nail,
and signpost.
By way of clinical note on this aspect
of life, I should mention that a great
many of the girls are French, imported
some years ago for the trade, and small.
It sometimes seems that the importers
must have decided to throw them 'back,
if they weighed more than 90 pounds.

